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13 MUSEUMS
 for 13  (or more)
      FINNS

01
PUURE: A MUSEUM FOR KARI VIRTANEN

02
MUSIC STATION HELSINKI: A MUSEUM FOR KAIJA SAARIAHO

03
SEASONAL SOUND ARCHIVE: A MUSEUM FOR JEAN SIBELIUS

04
LINNUNRATA: A MUSEUM FOR MAGNUS VON WRIGHT

05
SALI TANSSI: A MUSEUM FOR MARIA GRIPENBERG

09 INTELLECTUAL PLAYSPACE: A MUSEUM FOR SPEDE PASANEN 10 ANOMALY: A MUSEUM FOR JUKKA JERNVALL

06
INPUT/OUTPUT: A MUSEUM FOR SASU LAUKKONEN

07
VEISTOSPUISTO: A MUSEUM FOR SANNA ANNUKA

08
DISCORDANT: A MUSEUM FOR AXEL ANTAS

11
PUHDISTAA: A MUSEUM FOR JUHANI PALLASMAA

12
EXPAND THE EXISTING: A MUSEUM FOR MAIJA ISOLA

13
CITY-POEM: A MUSEUM FOR PETER VON BAGH

*

13 MUSEUMS for 13 (or more) FINNS addresses the current debate of the 
proposed Guggenheim Helsinki by aiming to expand the definition of the “museum” 
typology to better reflect the heterogeneous nature of the city of Helsinki. It does so 
by linking past or current narratives (of well-known or emerging figures important to 
Finnish culture) to the dynamics of everyday life. Each of the 13 proposals 
(individually designed and submitted) serve to collectively present a series of 
alternatives to a museum for the city. Each share a common location on the site but 
evolve based on unique approaches derived from ideas translated from a character-
ization of a studied Finnish figure and his or her contribution to society at-large. The 
famous (or not) Finn is juxtaposed with an aspect of contemporary urban life (such as 
recreation, transportation, creative culture, education, etc.) in Helsinki that manifests 
into diverse activities and uses on the South Harbor site. The designs conceptually 
link the dichotomous relationship that exists between a museum’s role in preserving 
a city’s heritage (and its beloved cultural contributors) and actively shaping its present 
and future urban context and experiences. 
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Jean Sibelius was a well noted Finnish symphonic 
composer of the Romantic period. Important to the 
formation of national identity, his music accompanied 
stories of Finnish cultural events, political protest, and 
civic engagement during the late-1800s and 
early-1900s. Nature was an important theme for Sibel-
ius and the recognition of the power of this recurring 
motive in his work has been the foundation of many of 
his critics and scholars. The landscape of Finland 
inspired his compositions in various ways, but Sibelius 
was most acclaimed for how his compositions reflected 
the capacity for organic growth within sound. Sibelius 
would develop compositions that sounded as if “a 
composer set a musical process into motion only to 
walk away and cede all control of over the repetitive 
process” (from the article Representations of “Nature” in 
Sibelius’s Fifth Symphony by Zach Wallmark, 2010). 
This level of unexpected contingency present in nature 
was imbued within the Sibelius’s music. Within the 
Scandinavian landscape, Sibelius observed the distinc-
tions of seasonal variations, animated his own 
symphonic poems.

The Seasonal Sound Archive is a public space, where 
the citizens of Helsinki can listen to a mix of the 
real-time sounds of nature, recorded sounds of nature, 
occasional live classical performances and an archive of 
Sibelius’s distinguished work.  The architecture is 
defined by four open-air volumes that iteratively transi-
tion from a rigid and symmetrical order to a series of 
intersecting and overlapping spaces. The rigidity defines 
a series of independent spaces or rooms, like cloisters, 
that house the pre-recorded sounds. The overlapping 
spatial organization becomes a set of shared spaces 
where the sounds of real-time musical events or nature 
are amplified. Each of the four pavilions embodies one 
of the four seasons, shaping the architectural and sound 
experience in distinct ways.

Spatio-acoustic considerations have been described as 
playing an important role in Jean Sibelius’s musical 
structures and scoring. In “Spatial Soundings: Aalto and 
Sibelius,” Sarah Menin describes this as akin to a 
forest’s depth and mystery; To listen to Sibelius’s 
compositions, one must go “into the music.” His 
symphonies are sonically immersive, a manipulation of 
the acoustic environment to suggest a movement 
between expansive and confined spaces. The spatial 
experiences of The Seasonal Sound Archive capitalize 
on this concept, as a visitor moves from enclosed, 
isolated areas of pre-recorded sounds to open, shared 
environments of dynamic live acoustic resonance. As an 
alternative museum dedicated to Jean Sibelius, this 
proposal offers a public gathering place that brings 
together sounds and seasons in space.   
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As winter comes,
the sound 
from the valley stream stops,
and a wind from the mountain
visits my window.

50
Listening 
to hilltop pine branches
break under snow, 
I spend all night 
in a valley hut. 

3
Though warblers 
have not called,
in the sound of cascades
pouring down rocks
spring is heard.

24
As I grow
used to the moss mat 
and rock pillow,
the sound of mountain water
cleanses my heart. 

25
To the sound 
of water tumbling
beneath rocks
in the pine shade,
cicada voices coolly respond. 

Is it to tell 
the geese
of the summer wind?
Fireflies rising close
to the evening clouds. 

8
Now the cherry trees
seem to have bloomed;
it's cloudy, 
hazy with spring,
the way the world appears. 

9
I look for the end
of the haze-mountains
with shelves
of white clouds
against the dawning sky.

With the blossoms gone
I look for no special color
as I gaze afar
and then from the empty sky

spring rains begin to fall.
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24
As I grow
used to the moss mat 
and rock pillow,
the sound of mountain water
cleanses my heart. 

25
To the sound 
of water tumbling
beneath rocks
in the pine shade,
cicada voices coolly respond. 

Is it to tell 
the geese
of the summer wind?
Fireflies rising close
to the evening clouds. 

32
The clear-toned cicadas
have exhausted their voices
on the hillside, when again
the evening bell startles.

33
The voices of insects
and a stag by the fence, 
as one, 
disturb me to tears 
this autumn dusk. 

34
The paulownia leaves
are hard to make a way through
so thick have they fallen.
Although it's not as if
I'm expecting anyone. 
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